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1 Getting Started

This chapter covers:

Q System Requirements

Q Manual Conventions

Q Copying CalcWare to your Computer

Q Installing CalcWare onto your HP 48

Q Using CalcWare

a Deleting CalcWare

System Requirements
 

Hardware Software

e Any computer that can run e Any connectivity software:

connectivity software and read CalcWare Link

PC-formatted disks: HP 48 Serial Interface Kit

IBM PC or compatible Kermit

Macintosh®
e Any CalcWare applications

e HP 48G series calculator: software:
HP 48G Mathematics Series

HP 48GX Electrical Engineering Series

Mechanical Engineering Series

e Serial interface cable Physics Series
Chemistry Series

e CalcWare shell software

(included on any CalcWare

applications disk)

 

NOTE If your computer cannot read PC-formatted disks, contact

Sparcom Corporation to inquire about alternate formats.
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Manual Conventions
 

There are a few simple conventions used throughout this manual:

Keys on the HP 48 keyboard are shown in a boxed typeface, e.g., ENTER.

The green and purple key labels located above the keys on the HP 48 are

also shown in a boxed typeface. For instance, the I/O command is a

green label located above the key, and is accessed by pressing the

green shift key then the key. These keystrokes are represented in

the following manner: [=][4].

Menu keys are located at the bottom of the HP 48 screen and correspond

directly to the top row of keys on the HP 48 keyboard. They are shown in

inverse typeface, such as IEICINIEN.

Field names are indicated in bold typeface, such as Result.

All examples assume that pressing locks the alpha entry mode. If

you haveset the HP 48 system flag -60, press [] instead of to
lock Alpha entry mode.

Each heading displays a map ofthe path taken to get to that particular

application. For example, the Partial Fraction Expansion application is in

the Mathematics directory under Algebraic Functions.

2 : . Mathematics Series
Partial Fraction Expansion Algebraic Functions

> Partial Fraction Expansion 

There are two types of CalcWare applications. These are indicated by the

following icons, which appear under the heading of each application:

“So Bu
Analysis Reference
Routines Tables

  

      

For each example,there is a listing of the mode settings required to

obtain the indicated results. To change the modes, press at any
CalcWare screen.

modes

2 Standard

Example Recruiter
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Copying CalcWare to your Computer
 

PC

1. Insert the CalcWare applications disk into the floppy drive.

. If you are in Windows, bring up a DOS prompt.

3. At the DOS prompt, type: a:

and press ENTER. (If your floppy drive is not a :, replace “a” with the

correct drive letter.)

. Type: install c:

and press ENTER. (If your hard drive is not cz, replace “c” with the

correct drive letter.)

. Wheninstallation is complete, the CalcWare files will be in the directory

c:\calcware on your hard disk.

. Optional: Exit the DOS prompt and return to Windows.

 

 

NOTE For convenience, the installation creates two exact copies of
this CalcWare product on your hard drive:

e A hierarchical version organized by topic in

subdirectories (e.g. math) for downloading a few

applications; and
e A flat version with all the files in one directory (e.g.

math.all) for downloading the entire series at once.   
Macintosh

1. Insert the CalcWare applications disk into the floppy drive. If your

Macintosh cannot read PC-formatted disks, contact Sparcom Corporation

to inquire about alternate formats.

Drag the floppy disk icon onto your hard drive icon. If you are using
System 6, a dialog box will appear to confirm the operation—click OK

to continue. This will create a copy ofthe floppy disk on your hard drive.

. When copying is complete, the CalcWare files will be in a folder on your
hard drive of the same name as the floppy disk. (For example,

MATH_A.10 or MATH_B.10 for the Mathematics series.)

Rename the newly-created folder to calcware.

5. Optional: If you have multiple products from the same CalcWare series,

you should combine duplicate folders inside calcware as necessary.

(In DOS,the installation script does this automatically.)
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Installing CalcWare onto your HP 48
 

The instructions below are generalinstructions for installing the CalcWare

shell and applications onto your HP 48 from your computer. These

instructions do not provide specific details for using your connectivity

software on your computer because ofthe wide variety of communications
packages available.

 

NOTE

 

Sparcom Corporation will provide customer support for

registered users of CalcWare Link, which is Sparcom’s

connectivity software for the PC or Macintosh.

We cannot provide customer support for any other

connectivity software—instead, please refer to the

manufacturer’s documentation that accompanied the

software.   
To prepare for installation

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

Both:

Tum on the HP 48.

If necessary, press to quit any software (such as

CalcWare) and return to the HP 48 stack.

Start the connectivity software.

Attach the serial cable to the HP 48 and the computer.

To install the CalcWare shell onto the HP 48

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

HP 48:

HP 48:

HP 48:

If necessary, press to go to the HOME directory ofthe
HP 48.

Press to put the HP 48 into server mode.
Change to the calcware directory on your hard drive and

download the files setupcw and cw. 1ib to the HP 48.

When the transfer is complete, press to exit server mode.

Press to display the HP 48 user memory and then

to install the CalcWare shell. (You may need to press

until appears in the menu keys.)

Whenthe installation is complete, the HP 48 will turn off.

Press to turn it back on.

 

NOTE The HP 48 screen may blink or shift briefly to one side

whenit is turned on—this is normal.
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To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48

HP 48:

HP 48:
Computer:

HP 48:

HP 48:

If necessary,press to go to the HOME directory ofthe
HP 48.

Press to put the HP 48 into server mode.
Change to the subdirectory under calecware which contains

the desired CalcWare application files and download them to

the HP 48. (To determine exactly which files to send, see the

diagram at the beginning ofthe relevant chapter in this

manual.)

Whenthe transfer is complete, press to exit server mode.

Press to display the library menu and then
to start CalcWare. All of the CalcWare applications

you just downloaded will be installed automatically.

 

NOTE

 

When you enter the first CalcWare application screen for

this product, you will be requested to enter the serial

number that appears on the inside front cover ofthis

manual.   
To install all CalcWare applications at once

Ifyou have an HP 48GX, you may wish to take advantage of the .all

directory (e.g. math.all) and download all of the CalcWare applications at

once. (The HP 48G does not have enough free memory to do this.)

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

HP 48:

HP 48:

If necessary, press to go to the HOME directory of the
HP 48.

Press [R][>] to put the HP 48 into server mode.
Change to the . all subdirectory (e.g. math.all) under

calcware for the desired series.

When the transfer is complete, press to exit server mode.

Press to display the library menu and then
to start CalcWare. The CalcWare series you just

downloaded will be installed automatically.
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Using CalcWare
 

To start CalcWare

1. Press [=] [am] to display the library menu.
2. Press then to start CalcWare.

 

NOTE At any point, you can exit CalcWare and return to the

HP 48 stack by pressing (the key). Sometimes you
will need to press more than once. You can return to
CalcWare at the same screen you left from, by pressing

NSIZN:E ENYA, or by typing CW iE.  
 

To move around in CalcWare

The HP 48 arrow keys are your navigation tools for accessing every part of

CalcWare. The right arrow takes you to the next screen. The left arrow

takes you to the previous screen. When you have gone as far as you can

go in one path with >], you can return back with [=]. For example:

Mathematics

Tutorial

Trigonometric Functions
To return back, press:

Trigonometric Functions
Tutorial

Mathematics

You can also press to return directly to the home screen. The up arrow

and down arrow allow you to move the highlight bar from one line to
another, selecting a new topic or a new field.

To use the home screen

The home screen appears when you start

CalcWare for the first time or when you

press from any CalcWare screen.
It lists the CalcWare series that are

currently installed in your HP 48. To

select a series, move the highlight bar to

the desired series and press or [>=].

      
   

  

 

  z $55 CALCWARE 38
CHEMISTRY
CIYIL_ENGINEERING

   
BIPHYSICS
CI TUTORIAL

|[eec |Joprs[[owt]
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NOTE To move back to a previous screen at any time, press or

or [&][tF]. To return to the home screen at any

time, press (2)fog.
 

Deletes the selected item from the HP 48 user memory. To reinstall

the item, download it from the computer. See “To install CalcWare

applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.
Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 15.

Exits CalcWare and returns to the HP 48 stack.

At screens other than the home screen, an additional menu key may appear:

Goesto the previous screen (this is the same as pressing or

EEE.)

To use the Options menu

The Options menu provides useful utilities and helps you customize settings

for CalcWare. These settings apply to CalcWare only, not to the HP 48 stack.

To access the Options menu, press KSIZEESE. This will display the following
menu keys:

      

   

Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack without leaving EE
CalcWare.

Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack and allows you

to view and/or manipulate the ToT  
item at the stack. For editfields

only: When you have finished editing the item at the stack, press

to leave the stack and insert the edited item into the current

edit field, or press to leave the stack without changing the

value of the current edit field. For all otherfields andfor reference

tables: Edits made at the stack will not affect the value in the field.

Press to leave the stack and return to CalcWare.

(ifavailable) Toggles display ofhelp text on the bottom ofthe

screen. When the box inside the key appears (EISM=R), help is turned

on.

Toggles font size between large and small. The small font displays

information in proportional, uppercase letters only. The large font

displays information in a mono-spaced, case-sensitive font.

Toggles units on or off. When the box inside the key appears

(CIEE), units are turned on.

Leaves the Options menu and returns to the regular menu.
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(Press to display this menu key) Displays product information

and the current version ofthe active CalcWare application. This

menu key is located on the next page ofmenu keys. When finished,

press or to go to the previous page ofmenu keys.

To use the Calculator Modes screen

All the examples in this manual list the mode settings required to obtain the
indicated results:

modes

\ - Standard

Example ~~ Rectang
To change the modes on the HP 48, press to display the HP 48

Calculator Modes screen. This screen sets the default settings for both
CalcWare and the HP 48. Once you exit CalcWare, these settings will remain

in effect. The Calculator Modes screen is available throughout CalcWare.

To change any of the settings at the Calculator Modes screen, use the arrow

keys to select the desired item and press or to step through the

choices. When you are finished changing the settings, press or to

save the changes. To exit the screen without changing the settings, press

OZXN[eIN or[a].

     
Number Format: Press or

to select Standard, Fixed,

Scientific or Engineering. If

applicable, enter the desired + BEEP _CLOCK  _FM.

number of decimalplaces. CHODSE NUMBER DISPLAY FORMAT
Angle Measure: Press or to (HEECTENENCTE(TTITA

select degrees, radians, or grads. This setting determines how angular

functionsinterpret angular inputs and what angle measure is used to

display angular outputs.

Coord System: (Coordinate System) Press or to select
rectangular, polar or spherical. This setting determines whether

complex numbersare displayed as (x,y) or (r,£6).

$4 CALCULATOR MODES 3
NUMBER FORMAT: EAE]
ANGLE MEASURE: Degrees
COORD SYSTEM: Rectangular

  
  
  
    

  

  

  

  

From this screen you can also enable the standard beep, display a ticking

clock, and change the fraction mark (FM) from “.” to “,” or vice versa. To

change any other HP 48 system flags, press ISIMeN. For more information

aboutthe other flags, see your HP 48G Series User’s Guide.
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Deleting CalcWare
 

CalcWareis customizable, allowing you to load into your HP 48 just the

applications that you need at any given time. Once you are finished with an

application, you can easily delete it from your HP 48 user memory to make

room for another application. You can also delete the CalcWare shell and all

CalcWare applications to free a significant amount of user memory in your

HP 48.

To delete a CalcWare application

1. Use the and keys to move to the screen listing the application
you wish to delete.

2. Use the and keys to select the name ofthe application you wish
to delete.

3. Once the correct application has been selected, press to delete it.

 

CAUTION will immediately delete the selected item from your
HP 48 user memory.
 

You can delete the following items with IRISH:

e A single application, such as Trigonometric Functions
e A group of applications, such as Trigonometry

e An entire series, such as Mathematics

To delete the CalcWare shell and all applications

1. Go to the HP 48 stack. (If you are currently in CalcWare, press to
exit and return to the stack.)

2. Press to display the library menu.

3. Press then to delete CalcWare.

 

CAUTION will delete the CalcWare shell and all applications
from your HP 48 user memory. The HP 48 screen may
blink or shift briefly to one side. This is normal.

4. To reinstall CalcWare, see “Installing CalcWare onto your HP 48,” page

12.
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2 Application Types

Analysis Routines
 

One type of CalcWare application is an analysis routine. Analysis routines
have fields for entering data, choosing inputs, and displaying results. The

screen below is from the analysis routine, Trigonometric Functions. To

downloadthis application, follow the instructions on page 13, “To install

CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” and download the following file:

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\
= calcware
= tutorial Tutorial

B® tutrgfnc.anl - Trigonometric Functions

Once the application has been downloaded, if you are not already in

CalcWare, press to start CalcWare. Then enterthe
Trigonometric Functions screen by pressing these keys:

Home screen

Tutorial

Trigonometric Functions

CalcWare Application

edit field 2 TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS $3282

choosefield 3
result field

 

   

   

 

   
FUR : LU

RESULT:

help text
 

 

   
ENTER VALUE

HH EEEIPEETE menu keys

 

NOTE When you enter the first CalcWare application screen for

this product, you must enter the serial numberthat appears
on the inside front cover of this manual.
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To use an Analysis routine

1. Enter values for all edit fields and select values for all choose fields.

2. Press to calculate the results of the analysis, which will be

displayed in result fields.

3. When finished, press or to return to the previousscreen (in

this case, Tutorial) or press to return to the home screen.

= | Standard |at a | NE

Example 7 Rectangular

What is the secant of 45°?

1. If necessary, set the modes:

a. Press to go to the Calculator Modesscreen.
b. Set the modes as listed in the Example heading above:

Number Format: Standard 5% CALCULATOR MODES 3

Angle Measure: Degrees bnmirBIE
Beep, Clock, FM: your choice  |# BEEP CLOCK _FM.

c. Once the modes are set, press CHOOSE NUMBER DISPLAY FORMAT
or to save the [__[owooz][Fim[ini]ok

settings and exit the Calculator Modes screen.

2. Move the highlight bar to the X field

3. At the Func field (a choose field),
press or to display the BESTTRUNETIENRE

choices for the field. Move the

highlight bar down to SEC and press or ENTER]. Or,you can just

press at the Func field to step through the choices.

4. Press to calculate Result.

 

   
    

5. Optional: At the Result field, press to copy the result to the
stack for use in further calculations, once you exit CalcWare.

Whenfinished, press or to return to the previous screen (in

this case, Tutorial) or press to return to the home screen.

 

LIf the value must be entered in specific units, or if there are special conditions or limits on the

input, that information will appear in the help text.
2 Some analysis routines have too many result fields to display on the input screen. In such cases, a

separate output screen is displayed with all the result fields.
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Descriptions of Analysis Menu Keys

The menu keys in analysis screens change depending on the type offield that

is highlighted. Analysis screens use three basic types of fields: edit fields,
choose fields, and result fields. These fields and their associated menu keys

are described below. The and menu keys are always present,

regardless ofthe field type.

Edit Fields
These fields accept values entered from the keyboard. In the above example,

X is an edit field.

Edits the highlighted item. The

menu keys then change to the

standard HP 48 editing keys.

Press to save editing

changes or to cancel editing.
Copiesthe highlighted item to
the HP 48 stack and allows you

to view and/or manipulate the item at the stack. When you have

finished editing the item at the stack, press to leave the stack

and insert the edited item into the current edit field, or press

to leave the stack without changing the value ofthe current edit field.
Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 15.

Displays the allowed object types, such as real number, list, real

array, algebraic,etc. (see the table below). Move the highlight bar to
the desired input type and press to enter a new item of that

type, with the appropriate delimiters. Or press to return to the

analysis screen without entering a new item.

  

     

 

 

geese TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS Sees
RE

INC:
RESULT: 1.41421356237

 

ENTER VALLE
ELIT J:Thik] [OPTS[TWPEZ[ZOLVE

  

 

 

  

To Enter a Such as Type these keys

Real Number 10 10

Complex Number (1,2) 1 2

Name X X

List {223} =] 223

Real Array [123] 123

Complex Array |[(1,2) 3,2)] 1 2

3 2
Algebraic 'SIN(X)' X

Binary integer #123d mG] 123 d  
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Performs a calculation using the entered values. The results are

displayed in the result fields. If there are too many result fields to fit

on the screen, they will be displayed in a separate result screen.

Choose Fields
These fields only accept values from a pre-defined list that is accessed by

pressing [OIiIeJel. In above example, Func is a choosefield.

Displays the possible choices for

a choose field. In the list of

choices, highlight the desired

 

$455 TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONSwn

 

       
item and press or ENTER,
or press OEXY[OIM to abort the |.srenzscrorncease

. CHOOSE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION
selection. cHoo:[Thik]opti][z0LvE]
Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack and allows you to view and/or manipulate the item at

the stack. For a choosefield: edits made at the stack will not affect

the value in the field. Press to leave the stack and return to

CalcWare.

Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 15.

Performs a calculation using the entered values. The results are

displayed in the result fields. If there are too many result fields to fit

on the screen, they will be displayed in a separate result screen.

Result Fields
These fields display the results of a calculation. In the above example, Result
is a result field.

Copies the highlighted item to  

  

  

the HIP 48 stack. 05%THIGONIMETRIC FUNCTIONS $885

Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack and allows you

     
to view and/or manipulate the

item at the stack. For a result

field: edits made at the stack will

not affect the value in the field. Press to leave the stack and

return to CalcWare.

Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 15.

Performs a calculation using the entered values. The result is

displayed in the result fields. If there are too many result fields to fit

on the screen, they will be displayed in a separate result screen.

(Result screens only) This key appears when there are too many

result fields to fit on the input screen and a separate result screen is

created. The key returns to the input screen.

RESULT: FUNCTION VALUE
EAETIIIERTS
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NOTE Pressing will not work at a result screen. To
return to the home screen,first press to return to

the input screen,then press [=] fo4.

Reference Tables
 

A second type of CalcWare application is a reference table. Reference tables

display information organized in the same manneras a printed reference book.

The information may consist of data, equations, text, or a combination of

these types. The screen below is from the reference table, SI Prefixes. To

downloadthis application, follow the instructions on page 13, “To install
CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” and download the following file:

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\
= calcware
= tutorial Tutorial

tusipref.ref - S| Prefixes

Once the application has been downloaded, if you are not already in

CalcWare, press to start CalcWare. Then enter the SI
Prefixes screen pressing these keys:

Home screen

Tutorial

SI Prefixes

labels SE

—data

  

 

help text
  

To use a Reference table

1. Choose parameters (ifappropriate). Some reference tables have choose

fields which controlthe specific data to be displayed, while other

reference tables consist of only one table of data.

2. Locate the specific item ofinterest using the arrow keys. With some

reference tables, you can press to toggle the positions of the
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reference data and the help text, which may make it easier to find the

desired item.

3. Optional: Press to copy the selected item to the stack for use in

further calculations. The item will reamin on the stack when you exit

CalcWare.

4. Optional: If the item is an equation, to view it in the EquationWriter,

select the equation, press and then [¥]. To scroll to the right or

left (for long equations), press or [=]. When you have finished

viewing the item, press to exit the EquationWriter to the HP 48

stack, then to return to CalcWare.

5. Whenfinished, press or to return to the previous screen (in

this case, Tutorial) or press (F#])fg to return to the home screen.

Some reference tables are more advanced and can perform calculations, much

like analysis routines. For these types ofreference tables, the basic steps are

similar to those used in analysis routines, as described in “To use an Analysis
routine” page 19. Solving reference tables will always have a key.

Description of Reference Menu Keys

Copies the highlighted item to — —
the HP 48 stack. Re $1 _PREFIRES £8

Copies the highlighted item to :
the HP 48 stack and allows you

to view and/or manipulate the

item at the stack. For a reference

table: edits made at the stack will

not affect the value in the field. Press to leave the stack and

return to CalcWare.

(ifavailable) Displays a picture. This menu key will not appear for

reference tables which do not have a picture.

Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 15.
(ifavailable) Toggles positions of the reference data and the help

text. This menu key will not appear for reference tables which do not

contain switchable information.

(ifavailable) Performs a custom calculation using the data in the
reference table. This menu key will not appear for reference tables

which do not have a custom solving routine. The details of the

calculation will be explained in the relevant chapters.
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Mathematics Series

Calculus andAdvancedMath

Mathematics

Algebraic Functions
Partial Fraction Expansion

Taylor Polynomial

Calculus
Derivatives

Integrals

Series

Integration Functions

01: Elementary

02: A+BX
03: A+BX, C+DX
04: A+BXAN
05: CA2+XA2, XA2-CA2
06: V(A+BX)
07: V(XA2+Ar2)
08: V(X"2-A*2)
09: V(Ar2-XA2)
10: Trig. (SIN)
11: Trig. (COS)
12: Trig. (SIN and COS)
13: Trig. (Other)

14: Inverse Trig.

15: Logarithmic
16: Exponential

17: Hyperbolic
18: Definite

Taylor

Special Functions

Bessel Functions

Beta Function

Error Functions

Gamma Function

Transforms

Fourier Transforms

Definitions

Properties

Transform Pairs

Laplace Transforms

Definitions

Properties

Transform Pairs

z-Transforms

Definitions

Properties

Transform Pairs

Vectors

Cross Products

Curl

Del Operator

Divergence

Dot Products

Gradient

Laplacian





Mathematics Series

> Algebraic Functions

3 Algebraic Functions

This chapter covers:

Q Partial Fraction Expansion

QO Taylor Polynomial

To Install Algebraic Functions

1. Send the files marked with “B”below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing and go to the
Algebraic Functions screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\
= calcware
= math Mathematics
= algebra Algebraic Functions

pfe.ani > Partial Fraction Expansion

B taylorx.anl - Taylor Polynomial
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Partial Fraction Expansion teres sereAlgebraic Functions

>» Partial Fraction Expansion 

 

n The partial fraction expansion application separates a rational function

of the form f(x)/g(x) by splitting it into a sum of fractions with

simpler denominators.
   

 
i ER A 3 Standard

wiping Lo . : Degrees

Example1 na Rectangular
2x +3

Whatis the partial fraction expansion of———— ?
x +2x +x

 

1. Enter [ 2 3 ] for Numerby typing SEE PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION S|

[=([0] 2 =] 3 BR. Dena: £3219 3

2. Enter[ 1210] for Denom.

3. Choose Coefficients for INPUtS, if ueive-wiaiii-iatinEdpanision
necessary. [+=TkfsThik][OPT]|0LWE

4. Press to calculate Result.

5. Optional: To view the formula in the
EquationWriter, press then 3. -1 3

R

    
|]

REZULT: ‘3040-1wie1078-3,(H+,

 

 

[@]. If necessary,press and
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then
to exit the EquationWriter and return to CalcWare.

  
 

TE a PE oo : Standard

Example2 | a a

x+4
Whatis the partial fraction expansion ofthe rational function ————————?

x(x=-2)x+5)

 1. Enter [ -4 ] for Numer

2. Enter [ 0 2 -5 ] for Denom.

3. Choose Roots for Inputs.

4. Press to calculate Result.

    
     

EEEPARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION $85
NUMER: [ -4_]
DENOM: [ 0 g -512 0
AHL wyY,ute H2BS5T1430-2,

    

        

   BRsuLS: PRE FRACTION All
al
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Taylor Polynomial Mathematics Series
Algebraic Functions

>» Taylor Polynomial 

 

This application computes the Taylorpolynomial of a function to the

So specified order about a given point.   

Whatis the 2nd-order Taylor polynomial of sin(x) about the point x=2?

1. Enter 'SIN(X)' for Expr by typing

X BH.
2. If necessary, enter X for Var.

3. Enter 2 for Order and 2 for Point.

(Note: Press if you need to
set the angle measure to radians.)

4. Press to calculate Result.

Note

This application extends the built-in HP 48 routine TAYLR to allow for

expansion of the Taylor polynomial about any point. The built-in HP 48

routine actually does a Maclaurin series expansion about the point 0.

ASHE
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Mathematics Series

Calculus

>» Derivatives

4 Derivatives

 

This application includes a large table of derivatives which can be
HH viewed, copied to the stack, or solved.   

To install Derivatives

1. Send the files marked with “B” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing and go to the
Derivatives screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

=~ calcware

= math Mathematics

= calculus Calculus

derivatv.ref —- Derivatives
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To Look up a Derivative

Example

Look up a derivative: Whatis 2tan) ?

1. Movethe highlight bar to

OX(TAN(U))... (Hint: Page down by

pressing [@](¥].)
2. Optional: To view the formula in the

EquationWriter, press then

[¥]. If necessary, press and
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then
to exit the EquationWriter

and return to CalcWare.

To Solve a Derivative

All of the derivatives are templates for solving, and each template is useful for

solving derivatives of a particular form. For example:

‘Standardar

Degrees
: Rectangular

DERIVATIVES

 

 

 
2(TAN) ) =SEC() 22

  

 

 

 

  

This template Solves derivatives of this form Such as

0X(A*U) A constant multiplied by a '5%X', '10*X12', 'n*VX'

function ofX

O0X(A™U) A constantraised to the SAX, IX?)"TABX)

power of a function ofX.    
Each template contains several placeholder variables which you mustfill in to
solve a derivative. There are only six different placeholders—A, N,M, U, V,

and W—and they should be replaced with either constants orfunctions ofX,

 

 

 

as follows:

This Should be
placeholder replaced with a Such as

A,NorM Constant with respect 0.25, 10, -3, 'SIN(=w)', T, '3*V'

to X

U Vo W Function ofX 'SIN(X)'", X"3, 'T(X)', '3*V(X)'     
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The instructions below are general instructions for solving derivatives. A
detailed example follows.

1. Scroll through the Derivatives table with and

2. When you have highlighted the desired template, press FeINYS.

3. Enter values for the placeholder variables in the derivative and press

to calculate the derivative.

4. When you have finished with Derivatives, press to return to the

previous screen, or press to return to the home screen.

 

NOTE Before solving a derivative, make sure you have chosen

the correct template.
  

Sali : : ‘Standard

Example en eee
Solve the derivative shown to the right. This derivative is of 3 [1nX)]

the form ow, where U and V are placeholders for In(X) and xX xX

X, both functions ofX; and N and M are placeholders for 2 and 3, both

constants with respect to X.

1. Move the highlight bar to

  
 

  
 

A A fF YeOX(UANNAM)... LE24¢ SHcan

2. Press SoIWVIS. Shel N= “(Npdcl

3. Enter 'LN(X)' for U, 2 for N, X for oh Nn ,
EENMeeSeIRHLV, and 3 for M. ETE

4. Press Helms.

5. Optional: To view the formula in the

EquationWriter, press then

[@]. If necessary, press and
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then
to exit the EquationWriter -4

and return to CalcWars, (2-3LN(K) ) LN(R) K

   
DERIVATIVE

stick] [opts][SOLVE]    
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Derivatives Reference
 

2A)

2:(U0)

(7)
sil

2(UM

SEP)

2(00S(U))

(SEC)

2(ACOS(W))

SH(ASEC(W))

2(COSH(L))

2(SECH())

2(ACOSH(L)) 2:(ASECH(W))

2%)

(UY)

2")

i
(LNW)

ou")

2(TAN(U))

(CSC)

SZ(ATAN(L))

(ACSC)

2:(TANH(U))

(CSCC)

2(ATANHC))

3x(ACSCH(W)

o >
= ~
~ D — —

2 uw.nC

T
r
=
=

=
—
_
—

w
K
o

H
o
=

—

=0)

2(C0T(W))

(ASIN)

2(ALOT)

2(SINH(L))

2,(COTH(W)

2(ASINH(L))

2(ACOTH())
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5 Integrals

This chapter covers:

Q Integration Functions

OQ Integrals

To Install Integrals

Mathematics Series

Calculus

> Integrals

1. Send the files marked with “B” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare bypressing and go to the
Integrals screen.

Computer File Structure
= c\

= calcware

~~ math

Page 34

= calculus

= integral
® intgfunc.anl

B® int01.ref

B® int02.ref

int03.ref

int04.ref

int05.ref

int06.ref

int07.ref

int08.ref

int09.ref

int10.ref

int11.ref

int12.ref

int13.ref

int14.ref

int15.ref

int16.ref

int17.ref

int18.refw
w
w
m
m

ew
w
m
w
w

em
wm
w
e

ew
mw

E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

EE
E
E
E
R
’

HP 48 CalcWare Structure

Mathematics

Calculus

Integration

Integration Functions

01:

02:

03:

04:

05:

06:

07:

08:

09:

10:

11

Elementary

A+BX
A+BX, C+DX
A+BXAN
CA2+XA2, XA2-CA2
V(A+BX)
V(XA2+AA2)
V(XA2-A72)
V(AN2-X72)
Trig. (SIN)

: Trig. (COS)

12:

13:

14.

15:

16:

17:

18:

Trig. (SIN and COS)

Trig. (Other)

Inverse Trig.

Logarithmic

Exponential

Hyperbolic

Definite
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Integration Functions Mathematics Series
Calculus

 Integrals

> Integration Functions
 

OD

 

This application approximates the definite integral of a function over a

specified closed interval and number ofpartitions. The left, right, and  
midpoint rectangle functions are based on the Riemann lower, upper and

midpoint sums, while the trapezoidal method and Simpson’s rule are based on

different algorithms.

TOR : Standard
aa aa RadiExample = © Rectangular

Approximate the area under the curve sin(x) on the interval [0,n/2] using

Simpson’s rule with 10 partitions.

1.

2.

oS
U
R
W

Note

Enter 0 for Start. =INTEGRATION FUNCTIONS

Enter n/2 for End, by typing END:0: 1,i.

sem [S() 2 (1[QF Fat: 10 0
ECE. (7/2 must be calculated

using the stack because the End

field requires a real number and will

not accept 'n/2'.)

Enter 'SIN(X)' for F(X)

If necessary, enter 10 for Part.

 

 

Choose Simpson’s Rule for Tech.

Press to calculate Result. The approximation is

1.00000339223. (Note: If your result differs, press to set the
angle measure to radians.)

. Optional: Comparethis result with the other integration methods.

a. Move the highlight bar to Tech and choose Left Rectangles. (Tip:

Press to select the next value in the choose field.)

. Press to calculate Result. The answeris .91940317002.

c. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for Right Rectangles, Midpoint Rectangles, and

Trapezoidal Method. This illustrates that Simpson’s Rule is the most

accurate of the approximation methods. However, the analytical

solution is 1.

In using the Simpson’s Rule, the value for Part must always be entered as an

even integeras the algorithm uses the “even partitions” convention.
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| nteJra |S Mathematics Series
Calculus

> Integrals 

 

The integrals application includes hundreds of integrals, which can be
HE viewed, copied to the stack, or solved.   

Standard
Degrees

Example 1 a re Rectangular

Look up an indefinite integral: What is [ tan() dx?

  
 

    

(Other) and press or [>]. The HEEL LIE
: SECCAXKI+TAM.first formula is the answer. i TANT,gm

. . LoLL - n
2. Optional: To view the formula in the (hXI=1/AXLNCTANCAXED)

EquationWriter, press then cl XCOTCAXH)-R

 

[@]. If necessary,press and SATA ERTIESNN8NOFTW
to scroll to the right and left. When

you havefinished viewing the u

formula, press and then | TAN(AK) d¥ ==lLN(Co
to exit the EquationWriter L A

and return to CalcWare.

 

   
Note

U and L represent the upper and lower limits of the integral.

To Solve an Integral

All ofthe integrals are templates for solving, and each template is useful for

solving integrals of a particular form. Also, each template contains several

placeholder variables which you must fill in to solve a integral. There are only

six different placeholders—A, B, C, D, N, and M—and they should be

replaced with constants, as follows:

 

 

This placeholder Should be replaced with a Such as

A, B,C, D, N or Constant with respect to 0.25, 10, 3, 'SIN(n)', T, '3*V'

M X    
 

The instructions below are general instructions for solving integrals. A

detailed example follows.
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1. Scroll through the appropriate Integrals table with and [¥].

2. When you have highlighted the desired template, press EfeIlRVS.

. Enter values for the placeholder variables in the integral and press
to calculate the integral.

. When you have finished with Integrals, press to return to the

previous screen, Or press to return to the home screen.

 

NOTE Before solving a integral, make sure you have chosen the

correct template.   
 

Standard
Radians

Example 2 a - Rectangular

Part 1

Solve the indefinite integral: [ cot(5x)’d. This integralis ofthe form

COT(A-X)*, where A is 5.

1. Make sure you are in the 13: Trig. = BE [COTIARR)2
(Other) screen. SE: INDEEIN
Move the highlight bar to [A311ERNEDUN Er|DEEHP

JCOT(A*X)"2..., whichis the last
integral in the list, and press IOIMYIE. |iNTEGRAL

sThik] [OPTS][SOLVE]

 

 

3. Enter 5 for A.

3. Choose Indefinite for Type.

4. Press to calculate Result: 

[eot(sx)’ax = ~(.2cot(5x)) -x+C. COS(5¥)

C represents a constant of -l-2 SIN(S®) n+l
integration, which remains

unspecified for the indefinite result.    
. Optional: To view the formulain the

EquationWriter, press then [¥]. If necessary,press and
to scroll to the right and left. When you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then to exit the EquationWriter and
return to CalcWare.
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Part 2

3
Now solve the definite integral: | cot(5x)dx.

1. Movethe highlight bar to Type and
choose Definite. (Note: Two new

fields will appear for the limits.)

. Enter 1 for Lower Limit and 3 for

Upper Limit. (Note: If your answer

differs, press to set the angle
measure to radians.)

   
JCOTCAXRI"B 8

A:

TYPE: DEFINITE
LOWER LIMIT: 1

[} L} 2

KEZULT: -1.825515392206

   
     

   

 

  

  
INTEGRAL

ENSEECEEETE

3. Press to calculate Result. The answeris -1.82551592206.

Integrals Reference

1: Elementary Integrals
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Js di [a fhe EDdX

AXJs dX Jue oi [foe dx | 5s dXA+R

1 1 1 1SY dx La dx
[7 7 | RZ 7

1 1 1—Ldx —L di di
7 ;wef ; Aeve ; AC-y°

2: A+BX Integrals

N
(R+BR) dX [van a [RP(RB)a iABR

1 8 R Xdi Bd di di
==2 |feBR [os2 [osN

2 2¥ R 1 1S—— di el 1
|reds (ABR) [rem rors

1 11d |
ra [Foe
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3: A+BX,C+DX Integrals
 

 
 

  
 

  

  

 

    

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

   
 

  

1 —_ 1
|omTon * ImoR [ta*

—f eee | ABH4
(A+B-X) (C+DK) (A+B%) (C+D¥) C+D3

4: A+BXAN Integrals

1 1 1 9dy dy di a
A+B eB =8 [ws©

2 2 1 1X § di epee
per RB |Er |{pic
IB [oy 2 1

dX dy X —dX
3 Npee ABR a ne )

5: CA2+XA2,X22-CA2 Integrals

1 1 1 Xlodx ld dy dy
[2 [#2 re [#2

8 8 R Ydy weeniei di d¥2 .,2 N+1 N+1 2 2

|C4 (cP) c2-+%) l -€

%ereoeN+1

(%*-c?)

6: V(A+BX) Integrals

JA+BR dy JJA*BR d¥ [+[FBRdy BE dx

BX ABR ABR 1FE, [=e [Ee [ems

% 2 1 1di % _1
| ABR ordK |REA E FER
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=

 

 

 

1 SIN(AR) SIN(AY)
Ire dx Rtox lodi

1 1 1ax
[owen {1+SINGAR)) [owen {1-SINGA®) [ee

Lx SINE) SINRR) _
(1-SIN(AK)) (1+SINCRR)) (1-SIN(A))

[rsmcasy Ld [Esmee a [vsmane 28

2 2 ® 8

J SIN(RK) dX [renin a [rim a

SINR) [1+62sinRs 2 [1-82smnean   
1: Trig. (COS) Integrals
 

 
[cosas i [essa24

[cost X) COS(NK) d¥ |rekem a

1 COS(AH)
[rede ds Lad di

 

1 1
[rw (1-005(Am) [om{1-COSRR)

frm[rate
J¥COSA) dX [Ecsta di

|eooscan?e |i

|FesdX |Frcostamdy

 a
COSA)

1
1-COS(A-X) oR

COS(AY)
kd di

(1+C0S(A-K))

COS(A-X) 5 dX
(1-COS(AK))

[vcostan’e

R
|rkem da

ot
COS(AX)
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12: Trig. (SIN and COS) Integrals

[sthcain costa [stoncosea ono
 

 

 

M SIN(RY)_,SIN(AH) COS(AK) d¥ Moe SINA®_| Joma K) COSA) dX SA

2
SIN(AX) LOS(RR)po tomestr |SINR SIN(AR) COS(AR)

SIN(K) 1 COS(CH)
A+B.LOS(R) A2.C0S(X) Z+B2SINR) A2+B2SINCR)

SIN(CR) LOS(CH) COS(CK) « SIN(CH) =

SIN(AX) SIN(AX) COSA)
aan, di Edos [di

 

COS(AK) 48 SIN(A-X) a8 SIN(A-X) dst
1-SIN(R) COS(A-K) -(1+COS(A-K) ) COS(A-K) -(1-COS(AK))

| COSA), SAR) 1
SINGR®) -(1+SINCAR)) SINCA®) -(1-SINCAX)) |smesbascr®

1 1 1

[sweECEak |e+SINGRR) O° renSINGR®) O°

 
    
  
|AC.COS(C)Pov T0500 me

| OSA), COSA),

13: Trig. (Other) Integrals

[ances dx [eoras dX [scan dX [scan dx

Jesceas dX Jesceas dX [mice2 JooCN
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1
-
—
b

[psancas dx [peostaso dy [praca dy

[percAR) dX [poze dy |ACSC(A-K) dX

[rsincas) dy [racoscaso dt J¥ATANCAK) dX

2ACOT(AX) d¥ J#ASEC(A-X) dX [¥ACSC(AK) dX

jeING) aR) nce4

ACOT (A
ge I=== ASIN(AK) dX I==== ACOS(AK) dX

1-R%%° 1-27

5: Logarithmic Integrals

[cases dX [#uncas dt Juco Naw

ON dy ;Jago”dX [roiLN(R) RING

LN(A-R+B +
[rncots [yngy Ln[g8fa

| (i)dX Jine2e2 d¥ [une ax

JitCe) di Jiedy

16: Exponential Integrals

[een dy J¥ERP(A-K) dX [een dt

1 Raa EXP(AR)
[rekon di A-A Td Boh da

REXP(RH) | 2 EXPLA) SIN(BK) dX| ea xexp 47) ax

4: Inverse Trigonometric Integrals
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| [eecas COS(BX) dX
 

17: Hyperbolic Integrals
 

  

[smc dX [costes x [rac ax [come d¥

[secu d¥ Jesonen d¥ J¥SIM(D AY |RCOSHEX) dX

[secon TANH(K) arcscHe) OHHH [omeole |cosieoa

[rma [eomco®ax SECH(X) dX CSCH(K) “dk

|AsINH{§] ak Jes) dX AcosH{) a ATANH&] ak
J J

renBla [poeccoas [rescue frax

[recs3) di frne3 dx from(3 di [sche di  
 

 

 

  

 
 

JxACSCH(X) dX

18: Definite Integrals
i ~ © © H

M-1 N-1 1 1 N(1- Lax —| (1-K) dX E: |JX | M28)a

0

: : .
|SINCK) dy cos(R) di IHNSINC)yo HL B) gy

Y a 8

Py ® 2
-SINpo| COS) a | gsTAN «| SIN(P4) a

8 5 RQ

“sn zdR rb ;EXP(-A) dX
a A 1+TANCK) °

8

I B © ©

[CeaR27) diyendi [Leeland di [veel] di

[ve£xp(-4%) a 
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Mathematics Series

> Series

6 Series

This chapter includes:

Q Taylor

To install Series

1. Send the files marked with “B” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing and go to the
Series screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

= calcware

= math Mathematics

r= series Series

B® sertaylr.ref —- Taylor
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Mathematics SeriesTaylor hema
 >» Taylor

 

This application includes the definition of the Taylor series, which can

EH be viewed or copied to the stack.   

Standard
Degrees

What is the definition of the Taylor series?

1. The answeris displayed on the

screen.

 

a EA|

2. Optional: To view the formula in the

EquationWriter, press then

[¥]. If necessary, press and
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then ENE) N
to exit the EquationWriter F(¥)=SEN)(¥-A)

and return to CalcWare. N=

 

 

 

   Note

The HP 48 does not support the nth derivative in a formal notation, so FN is

used to represent FN), the nth derivative of F.
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Mathematics Series

> Special Functions

f Special Functions

This chapter covers:

OQ Bessel Functions

OQ Beta Function

Q Error Functions

OQ Gamma Function

To Install Special Functions

1. Send the files marked with “B” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing and go to the
Special Functions screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

=~ calcware

=~ math Mathematics

= special Special Functions
bessel.anl - Bessel Functions

B® beta.anl - Beta Function

B® error.anl —- Error Functions

B® gamma.anl - Gamma Function
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Bessel Functions Neca]Fomine
 >» Bessel Functions

 

F The Bessel functions application’ computes the numerical valuesfor
the Bessel functionsofthe first and second kind, J,,(X) and Y,,(X).   

Standard

‘Degrees
Example be Rectangular

What is the value ofY(1.5)?

Enter 1.5 for X1.

2. Choose Y for Func EESULT: - 412308525895

3. Enter 1 for Order.

4, Press to calculate Result,

which is -.412308626896.

$ BESSEL FUNCTIONS £33

 

Beta Function MathematicsSeries.
 > Beta Function

 

The beta function application computes the numerical value for a beta

So function of two real arguments. The definition of the beta functionis:
1

B(x,y)= [etapa x>0 y>0

0

   

The beta function relates to the classical gamma _Tx)(y)
function as follows: B(x. y)= T(x +)

- ; i . Standardoo . DExample Rectangular

What is the value of $(1.25,1.6)?

1. Enter 1.25 for X and 1.6 for Y.

2. Press to calculate Result,

which is .462954997062.

35% BETA FUNCTION

RESULT: 4529549970163

RESULT: BETA FUNCTION VALUE
Eig |[opts][SOLVE]

 

 

3 The Bessel functions are based on algorithms in Press, William H., et al., Numerical Recipes in C,

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989, §6.4.
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Error Functions Matpematcs Sere
Special Functions

>» Error Functions 

 

The error functions application computes the numerical values for the

So error function and complementary error functions of one real

argument. The definitions of the error function and complementary
error function are:

   

erf(x) = =z|edt erfe(x)=1-erf(x)=we
0 x

La = So ; Degrees

Example Pham ar Co Rectangular

Whatis the value of erfc(.25)?

1. Enter .25 for X.

2. Choose ERFC for Func.

3. Press to calculate Result,

which is .723673609832.

23 ERROR FUNCTIONS

RESULT: .7236- 3619832

 

Gamma Function MathematicsSeries
 » Gamma Function

 

ng This application computes the numerical value for a gamma function

of one real argument. The definition of the gamma function is:

I'(x)= [rteta x>0

0
The gamma function relates to the factorial function as follows: I'(x +1) = x!

   

o _Standard
‘DegreesExample: FE ae

What is the value of I'(1.5)? - om
5 : 2x GAMMA FUNCTION

1. Enter 1.5 for X. ANAEEE

2. Press HeIMYIE. The result is

.886226925453.
RESULT: GAMMA FUNCTION VALUE
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Mathematics Series

» Transforms

3 Transforms

 

The transforms application includes Fourier transforms, Laplace

EH transforms, and z-Transforms, which can be viewed or copied to the

stack.
   

To install Transforms

1. Send the files marked with “B” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing and go to the
Transforms screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure

= c\

=~ calcware

= math Mathematics

= transforms Transforms

Fourier Transforms

B® trnfdefn.ref — Definitions

B® trnfprop.ref - Properties

B trnftran.ref -> Transform Pairs

Laplace Transforms

B® trnidefn.ref -> Definitions

trnlprop.ref - Properties

B® trnitran.ref —- Transform Pairs

z-Transforms

B trnzdefn.ref - Definitions

B® trnzprop.ref Properties

B® trnztran.ref Transform PairsP
d
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Standard

Example1 |g etre
Rectangular

Whatis the definition of the inverse Fourier transform?

1.

. Movethe highlight bar to Definitions

Move the highlight bar to Fourier

Transforms and press or [>].    

  

  

DEFINITIONS 33
=430 0 ¥ p

BERNEDEES

 

   perroREE

and press or [>].
Le INVERSE FOURIER

Movethe highlight bar to the second a—

 

formula. This is the answer  

Optional: To view the formula in the 1 o

EquationWriter, press then | F(w) EXP(jwt) du

[@]. If necessary, press and TT J-w
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then to exit the EquationWriter and
return to CalcWare.

  
 

Standard

Example 2 | ee

Look up the Laplace transform ofthe time functionf£)=¢.

1. Movethe highlight bar to Laplace

2.

. Scroll down to T: 1/s”2. This is the

. Optional: To view the formula in the

      
de #2 TRANSFORM PAIRS

Transforms and press or [>=]. $)
Move the highlight bar to Transform

$61): 1
SIR)EUPC-AS)

Pairs and press ENTER] or [>].
 

answer. sThik] INGopts]|]

 

EquationWriter, press then

[¥]. If necessary,press [=] and
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press and then
to exit the EquationWriter and return to CalcWare.

1
2

5    
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Mathematics Series

>» Vectors

9 Vectors

The vectors application includes definitions and identities for dot

FH products, cross products, the del operator, gradient, divergence, curl,

and the Laplacian, which can be viewed or copied to the stack.

 

   

To install Vectors

1. Send the files marked with “B” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 13.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing and go to the
Vectors screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure

= c\
= calcware
= math Mathematics

= vectors Vectors
B vectcros.ref - Cross Products

vectcurl.ref - Curl

vectdel.ref -> Del Operator

B vectdiv.ref - Divergence

B vectdot.ref > Dot Products

vectgrad.ref -> Gradient

B® vectlapl.ref - Laplacian
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: Standard
DExample | Renee

Whatis the formula for divergence in spherical coordinates?

1. Movethe highlight bar to
   : EE Y(F)=w-F

Divergence and press or [=]. TRANSFORMS VECTOR TO SCALAR
The fifth formula is the answer. HEYENA:

2. Optional: To view the formula in the

EquationWriter, press then

[™]. If necessary, press and
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

 

 

 

L.3 (?fR) 1
formula,press and then “5p \R FRI+5aras
ARM to exit the EquationWriter R oR R SIN(B) c

and return to CalcWare.   
 

Note

In these equations, the vector components of the function F are indicated by

FX, FY, FR, F0,etc. These correspond to the standard notation Fy, Fy, Fp,

Fo, etc.
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A Troubleshooting

This appendix lists the most common questions about CalcWare. Scan this list
before calling customer support—you might save yourself a phone call!

This appendix covers:

QO General Questions

OQ Analysis Questions

Q Reference Questions

General Questions
 

These are the most commonly asked questions about general features of

CalcWare.

Q Whyis there a 'CalcWare' directory in my HP 48 user memory? (The

directory appearsas when you press to display the variables
in your HP 48 user memory.)

A The 'CalcWare' directory is where CalcWare applications are installed in

your HP 48 when you run the CalcWare shell. This directory appears

empty, but that is to protect it from files being accidentally deleted,

which would cause erratic behavior. CalcWare applications should be

deleted from the CalcWare shell with the key, not from the HP

48 stack.

Q What do the three dots (...) mean at the end of an item on the screen?

A They mean that the item is too wide to fit on the screen. To view the

entire item, highlight it and press to take it to the HP 48 stack,

where it will be shown on multiple lines. If the item is an equation,it

can also be viewed in the EquationWriter by pressing [¥].

Q Idownloaded a CalcWare application, but was interrupted by an

“Insufficient Memory”error during the transfer. What can I do?
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A Either delete an installed CalcWare application (using from

inside CalcWare) or purge other objects from your HP 48 user memory.

See “To delete a CalcWare application,” page 17, or see your HP 48G

User’s Guide for more information about purging HP 48 objects. You
should have at least 4K of free memory in your HP 48 to run CalcWare,

but you will need more free memory if you wantto install additional
CalcWare applications. To check the bytes of free memory in your HP

48, press NE.

Q [I pressed INETEM, but got an “Insufficient Memory” error. What can I do?

A Purge some objects from your HP 48 user memory or delete the

CalcWare shell and all CalcWare applications and reinstall a smaller

number of CalcWare applications. The CalcWare shell typically needs

at least 3K to 4K of free memory to run. If you do not have 3K to 4K

free memory, you may be unable to run the CalcWare shell, which

means you will also be unable to delete individual CalcWare

applications with the key from within CalcWare. The only
solution to this is to either free up enough user memory by purging

other objects or delete all of CalcWare and reinstall the CalcWare shell

and a smaller number of CalcWare applications.

Analysis Questions
 

These are the most commonly asked questions about CalcWare applications

which are analysis routines.

Q I’m solving a problem involving a trigonometric function, and the result

isn’t the value I expected. What could be wrong?

A Your HP 48 angle measure mode setting is probably the cause. Press

to display the Calculator Modesscreen and check the angle
measure setting. Note: For proper evaluation of trigonometric

derivatives and integrals, make sure your HP 48 angle measure is set to

radians.

Q [pressed and got an expression with 7/180 in it. What does that

mean?
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A Your HP 48 is in degrees mode and the solution involves a

trigonometric function, so the result includes the conversion factor

7/180 to convert between degrees and radians. Press to enter the
Calculator Modes screen and set your HP 48 angle measure to radians.

Q When I press HOIWVI3, I’m getting a symbolic result but want a numeric

result or vice versa. What could be wrong?

A Your HP 48 symbolic results mode setting is probably the cause. Press

to display the Calculator Modes screen. Then press to

display the system flags screen. For numeric outputs, make sure flag 03

reads, “Function -> num” and has a check mark in front of it. For

symbolic outputs, make sure flag 03 reads, “Function -> symb” and has

no check mark in front ofit. After changing the setting, press

to save the flag settings and exit the Calculator Modes screen.

Ifyou are getting symbolic results and want numeric results,it is

possible that one or more ofthe variables in the result may not be

defined numerically, which means you will need to enter a numeric

value forit.

Ifyou are getting numeric results and want symbolic results,it is

possible that one or more ofthe variables in the result have values

stored in them in your HP 48 user memory outside CalcWare. If a

variable exists in your HP 48 user memory,its value may have been

substituted into the result, giving a numeric answer. To purge the

variable from your HP 48 user memory, press to go the HP 48

stack and press to go to the HOME directory, whichis the most
likely location of the variable. Enter the name ofthe variable you want

to purge by typing [J(=][], followed by the name ofthe variable

(e.g., X or Y) and then ENTER. Then press to purge the variable.
Finally, press to return to CalcWare and re-solve the problem.

Q When I press SSeS, I get the message, “Undefined Name.” Why?

A Your HP 48symbolic results mode setting is probably the cause. Your

HP 48 is attempting to find a numeric result but one or more of the

variables is undefined and cannot be evaluated to a number. Press

to display the Calculator Modes screen. Then press to

display the system flags screen. For symbolic outputs, make sure flag 03

reads, “Function -> symb” and has no check mark in front of it. After

changing the setting, press to save the flag settings and

exit the Calculator Modes screen. Then re-solve the problem.
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Reference Questions
 

These are the most commonly asked questions about CalcWare applications
which are reference tables. If your question relates to a solving feature of a

reference table, see also the above section, “Analysis Questions.”

Q How do I copy the help text to the stack?

A You can’t. Only reference data can be copied to the stack.

Q I wantto solve an equation in a reference table but there’s no key
in the menu. How do I solve the equation?

A Ifthe key does not appear in the menu, then the CalcWare

application does not have a custom solving routine for that reference

table. To try to solve an equation from that reference table, highlight the
equation and press to take the item to the stack. Then type

[J] STEQ to store the equation. Finally, enter the HP solver

by typing then ENTER. For more information about the HP
solver, see your HP 48G User’s Guide.

Q 1 copied an equation to the stack that the HP 48 won’t solve. What could

the problem be?

A Some reference equations use mathematical functions or operators that

the HP 48 does not accept. After copying the equation to the stack, if it

begins and ends with single quotes ('), the HP solver should have no

trouble with it. However, if the equation begins and ends with double

quotes ("), then the equation is not a valid expression and the HP 48

cannot solve it. The latter type of equations are intended only for

reference information and cannot be solved.
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B Service and Warranty

Technical Support
 

You can get answers to your questions about CalcWare from Sparcom

Corporation. Contact us in one of the following ways:

oe E-Mail

Internet: support@sparcom.com

Compuserve: >Internet:support@sparcom.com

FidoNet: To:support@sparcom.com

e Standard Mail

Sparcom Corporation

Attn: Technical Support Department

P.O. Box 927

Corvallis, OR 97339, USA

e Telephone

(503) 757-8416

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon, Pacific Time

eo Facsimile

(503) 753-7821
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Shipping Instructions
 

If your disk requires service

1. Call Sparcom Corporation for a Return Merchandise Authorization
(RMA) number.

2. Ship the products back to Sparcom Corporation in the following manner:

e Include your return address, phone number and a detailed description

of the problem.

e INCLUDE YOUR RMA NUMBER WITH THE MERCHANDISE.
The RMA number must be written on the outside of the package, or the

package will be returned to you unopened.

e If the product is still under warranty, include the proof ofpurchase

date.

¢ Include a check, purchase order, or credit card number and expiration

date (VISA or MasterCard) to cover the estimated charge.

e Should the disk require further service, Sparcom Corporation will
notify you ofthe additional repairs and charges.

¢ Ship your disk, postage prepaid, in protective packaging adequate to

prevent damage. Ship the package to:

Sparcom Corporation

RMA #

897 NW Grant Avenue

Corvallis, OR 97330, USA

We highly recommend that you insure the shipment.

Products are usually serviced and reshipped within five working days.

Service Charge for Out-of-Warranty Disk
 

Charges for out-of-warranty repairs are individually determined based on time

and material. These charges are subject to your localsales or value-added tax,

wherever applicable.
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Disk: Limited 90-Day Warranty
 

What Is Covered

The disk is warranted by Sparcom Corporation against defects in materials

and workmanshipfor ninety (90) daysfrom the date oforiginal purchase. If

you sell your disk or give it as a gift, the warranty is automatically transferred

to the new owner and remains in effect for the original ninety-day period.

During the warranty period, we will repair or, at our option, replace at no

charge a disk that proves to be defective, provided you return the disk,

shipping prepaid, to Sparcom Corporation. (Replacement may be made with a

newer disk of equalor better functionality.)

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other

rights that vary from state to state, province to province, or country to country.

What Is Not Covered

This warranty does not apply if the disk has been damaged by accident or

misuse or as the result of service or modification by other than an authorized

Sparcom Corporation service center.

No other express warranty is given. The repair or replacementofthe disk is

your exclusive remedy. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE NINETY-DAY

DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. Some states, provinces, or

countries do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so
the above limitation may not apply to you. IN NO EVENT SHALL

SPARCOM CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES. Somestate, provinces, or countries do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or

exclusion may not apply to you.

Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time of

manufacture. Sparcom Corporation shall have no obligation to modify or

update products, once sold.
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   | CalcWare
Application SoftwareforHP 48G Series Calculators

Mathematics Series PN 12052-1A

Calculus and Advanced Mathematics

Easy-to-use, diskette-based software for professionals and students
in mathematics, engineering and the physical sciences who use the
HP 48G calculator.

Solve Math Problems
Includes numerous analytical routines Fr
and reference data for problem solving, [HEMETITT
such as:

* Integration Functions «Integral Tables
» Algebraic Functions «Derivatives
* Special Functions * Transforms
* Series * Vector Reference

 

Perform Partial Fraction Expansion

Never use paper and pencil to write out
a partial fraction expansion again! Just
type the roots or coefficients into the
HP 48 and press solve.

Contents: User's Guide, Software

    
     
TR PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION S55
NUMER: -3_]
DENIM: fo’

ROD
FEZ-ULT: '-(1.5/   

 

   

  RRRTathd1

RESULT: PARTIAL FRACTION EXPANSION  

The following items are needed to run CalcWare application software:
* HP 48G or HP 48GX Calculator
* Serial Interface Cable

* Connectivity Software: CalcWare Link for PC or Macintosh, HP Serial Interface Kit or other transfer software such as Kermit
* Personal Computerthat can run connectivity software: IBM PC Compatible or Macintosh that reads PC-formatted diskettes

Sparcom Corporation
897 NW Grant Avenue ¢ Corvallis, Oregon 97330 USA

503-757-8416

Technical information contained herein is subject to update and may be changed withoutprior notice.

18671282 ©1994 Sparcom Corporation. CalcWare is a trademark of Sparcom Corporation. HP isa registered
trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company. Macintoshis a registered trademark ofApple Computer.

Kermit is a trademark ofColumbia University.
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